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VISUALIZATION EXPERIMENTS ON

STEAM INJECTION IN HELE-SHAW CELLS

X. Kong, M. Haghighi and Y.C. Yortsos

1 Abstract

Flow visu_Uzation experiments have been successfully employed in reservoir engineering research

for many years. They involve 2-D geometries in transparent Hele-Shaw cells and glass micromodels.

Although much work has been done on immiscible flows(drainage or imbibition), visualization of

steamfloods, which constitute a major part of current EOR methods, has not been attempted to

date. In this paper, we present experimental results on steam injection in a transparent, pyrex

glass Hele-Shaw cell. Both synthetic (Dutrex 729) and natural heavy oils were used under a variety

of conditions, including effects of gravity.

The experiments were conducted at low pre:_ure. Results obtained demonstrate the interplay

between steam injection, steam condensation, viscous fingering, heat transfer, gravity and steam

distillation effects. The experirnents revealed that steam Donts are neither smooth nor fiat. but

undergo constant rearrangements as a result of condensation and injection. These dvnamic_ are

substantially different from. those in a typical i_m_i_cible displacernent. "[he injected steam w_s

generally found to folio'.',' the path of the ,:ondensed water. The latter set the general displacement

pattern, which in the case ofheavv o;[ was high!'," fing__re,l. \Ve also id_ntified a rath_,r unusual

viscoelastic response of the di_p!e,.ced h_::a;'v oils.

2 Introduction

Flow visualization experiments have been successfully employed in reservoir engineering research

for many years [3, 6, 11, 17, 18]. Typically, they make use of transparent Ifele-Shaw cells, glass bead



packs and glass mlcromodels. Although such geometries lack important 3-D aspects and particularly

they do not accout for effects of gravity' in the case of a horizontal arrangement, they are nevertheless

valuable for the insight the,," offer on the micromechanics of the displacement. This is particularly

important for displacement processes in constricted pore geometries, where an accurate description

of the dynamics of the moving interfaces is paramount to a proper understanding of the process.

Most of the visuMizatior, work has been done on simple imnfiscible displacements (drainage or

imbibition). A great deal of valuable information has been obtained regarding the various regimes

tha_, govern these processes, such a.s percolation, DLA (Diffusion-Linfited-Aggregation), and other

aspects of viscous fingering [12 I. Studies with micromor__els have been instrumental in identi_'ing the

pertinent flow mechanisms, particularly in secondary imbibition. Some visualization experiments

with glass micromodeis have also been carried out to study more complex phenomena, such as

solution ga.s-drive, foam propagation, condensing-gas drive and other applications !1, 4, 5, 14, 19 i.

An excellent recent summary can be found in ,2j.

Surprisingly, visualization of steamfloods, which constitute a r: _jor part of current EOR meth-

ods for heavy oil, has not been attempted to date (although a prelinfinary investigation was indeed

conducted in our laboratory several }'ears ago). Reasons for the lack of success in this direction

include the difficulties associated with an adequate control of the heat transfer and operational

problems at higher temperatures and pressures. In a some what related context, the application

of CT scanning to steam_floods in sandpacl-:s was recently proposed with encouraging preliminary

results i7 i. Flow imaging using CT scanning accounts for important 3-D effects. However. the scMe

of resolution is still too large to allow for a meaningful pore-level analysis, although importaz_t laege

scale heterogeneity effects can in(leed be detected. At present, direct flow visualization appears to

remain an essential and inexpensive tool fc_r studies at the pore-level.

Even in the absence of heat transffer control, steam displacement visuallzation cart he very

valuable. For example, while much work has b_,_,n ,lor_; on steamfloods in laboratory cores grad

on partly scaled models 58. 15. 16, rbe r<:s_llts (Jbtaincd are typica!1)' of the input-output type and

provide v;,ry limited understanding of the int_:ract;,_ -...... ns at the pore-level. A thorough investigation

of the la;:ter i_ important for the vaiidariort of rr_ar_',"premises used in current theories, for the

refinement and _mprovement of models, for instance those pertaining to relative permeabilities and

capillary pressure, and t%r process simulation, lt shouid be pointed out that the c_rrent state of the

i
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art in thermal recovery relies on the direct application of two-phase flow concepts from immiscible

displacement analogues r ,_ .,,loj, the validity of which, however, for condensing-evaporatin_ dri;'e_ is

quite questionable.

Motivated by, the above, we have undertaken experimental studies with a main objective the

visualization of steam injection processes in Hele-Shaw ceils and in glass micromodels. The stud,,"

of Hele-Shaw geometries is expected to shed light on the displacement of heavy oils by steam in

planar geometries. To some de_ee, this geometry parallels that of a fracture, hence the study

would also find direct application to fractured systems. More generaUy, flow in Hele-Shaw ceils

provides many clues about flow behavior in porous media. It should be recalled that flow in

Hele-Shaw cells at low Reynolds numbers is potential and can be approximated by Darcy's law,

which governs porous media flow, although in the absence of n_icrostructure ("noise"). Hence,

Hele-Shav," studies of stear:fftoods offer a good approximation of condensing/evaporating flows in

"porous media" geometries. On the other hand, because of the lack of microstructure, which is

an inte_al hart of porous media, the analogy between tiele-Shaw and porous media displacement

is also tenuous. This deficiency can be partially remedied by studies in gl;,-ss micromodels, which

allow for effects of pore structure to be investigated in _eat detail. Such an investigation will he

reported in a future communication.

This paper is organized as fol' ' . ' "m',,'s: First. a ormf description of the experimental procedure

is presented. Results of visualization experiments are subseaquently discussed. Two different

geometries are analyzed, one horizontM and another vertical, in order to isolate gravity c:jt"'ect:_.

3 Experimental

The Hele-Shaw cell used for steam displacement was constructed from pyrex glass. The cell _v:v_,of

dimensions 24.5in./12in.,.0?,Sin. and consisted of two glass plates ofl/2" thickne:_s. Three types

of oil were used, a synthetic oil (Dutrex 739). taken as a representative of heavy oil. a mineral

oil, taken as a representative of light oi!. +utd a Long B+-actt cr,lrte oil. "I'i,+.• mineral oil used was

Newtonian, with a room temperature visco_itv of !89 cp, white both the Long I2,,_ach crude oil and

the synthetic oil exhibited noa-Newtonian behavior with a roorn temperature shear viscosity of

1.35 × 104cp and 10Scp, respectively. The shear viscosity for Dutrex 739 was significantly reduced

by an increase in temperature 18:. A similar sensitivity was expected, but it was not measured,

3



for the Long Beach crude. Non-Newtonian rheology, although complicating the interpretation of

experiments, is certainly a prominent, although typically neglected, feature of heavy oils.

Variable water injection rates and temperatures were used, typicailv in the range 0.1-5 cc/min.

Injection temperatures fluctuated to within a few °_F around a mean value of 250 °F. In most runs,

the injected steam was superheated. The H ele-Shaw cell ,','as not insulated or otherwise equipped

with heat loss control, which occured by heat conduction through the glass to the surroundings. The

lack of heat transfer control certainly presents important problems that ,nay affect the quantitative,

although not ;,he qualitative, analysis of our results. A separate, but equally important, problem

regards the low injection pressure typically used (in order" to prevent fracturing of the glass). We

are currently experimenting with ways to resolve both these problems. More than 30 runs were

conducted. Most of the experiments were run with the ceils in the horizontal position. Effects of

gravity were investigated by tilting t; e celI at various angeles and also by carrying injection in the

configuration of a planar vertical cross-section. A schematic of the experimental set up is shown m

Figure 1.

4 Results and Discussion

We shall discuss in the following two sets of experimental results pertaining to: (i) Displacement

in horizontal Hele-Shaw cells and (ii) Effects of gravity.

4.1 Displacement in Horizontal Hele-Shaw Cells

We consider as base case the displacement of Dutrex 739 by steam at the rate of 3 cc/rnin and

an injection temperature of 230 °/'_. In the subsequent pictures, taken from a still videotape,

displacement is from left to right. One injection and one production ports were used. In the

colored pictures, red is the color of the original oil, and bright ;vhite is steam. Condensed water

typically flows between resid_lal yellow oil films attached to the two glass plates and left behind

after wat,-r displacement.

Figure 2 shows the initial part of the displacement. Due to the rapid heat losses and the contact

with the initially cold oil, steam is shown to condense rapidly. Thus, the origin_ displacement of

oil is by condensed water only, Because of the unfavorable mobility contrast, this displacement



is unstable [20] and produces viscous fingers in a manner very similar to the cause of isothermal

displacement, although the overall pattern is slightly different. Nonetheless, repeated tip splitting

was observed, as is common with highly unstable displacement [10]. We point out that the pattern

laid by the advancing condensed water is of crucial importance, because it dictates the paths to

be followed by the injected steam. After a certain period of injection, a rather irregular steam

zone is established near the injection port (Figure 3). Vapor and liquid phases can be visually

separated. Upon displacement of oil, liquid water is covered on both sides by yellow, residual

oil films which coat the glazs plates. Upon contact with vapor, the_e films rapidly diminish in

thickness and eventuMly disappear, perhaps as a result of a steam distillation mechanism. A close

up of the steam zone is shown in Figure 4. One can distinguish traces of what appear to be light

oil components. Even after the glass plates are clean, vapor and liquid can be visually separated

by the meniscus, the motion of which can be cle_ly followed.

Most interesting are the shape and properties of the steam front. _,%"erecall that in a typical

immiscible displacement in a Hele-Shaw cell, interfaces advance smoothly provided that the plates

are smooth. This was indeed the case for the displacement of oil by the advancing condensed water

(Figure 5). The thin films of oil left behind are predicted from Bretherton's theory tor displacement

i9], which postulates that their thickness increase with an increas in the capillary n_lrnber N¢_(-

q#/'f). The dynamics of vapor-liqLLid interfaces are quite different, however. Typically', two kinds

of water vapor-liquid interfaces were observed, a steam-oil and a steam-water interface (Figure 5).

The steam-oil front was almost stationary and moved very slowly (if at all). Disconnected and

trapped steam bubbles were frequently observed. By contrast, the steam-water ]nterace was in a

state of perpetual fluctuation, which eventually resulted into a net but slow advancement. This

was explained as follows"

The advancement of the steam front led to a rapid condensation of a sizeable part of the steam

zone, as a result of heat losses. Shortly therafter, this was followed by a rapid burst of vapor-

influx, which essentialJy restored to _'apor occupation the previously condensed part. This cycle of

advancement-vat, or condensation-vapor replacement was repeated continuously" and appeared to be

the general mechanism for the growth of the steam zone. In no instan¢:e did we observe a smooth

frontal displacement of the typical water-oil intersace. Also, in contrast to what typically assumed,

steam fronts were neither smooth nor "'flat", but they had a finger-like appearence, as they followed



the flow paths of the condensed water. This complex process is of course controlled by heat transfer,

vicosity reduction, injection rates and pressure, the end result being quite different than ordinary

Hele Shaw displacements. Indeed, it is possible that condensation and vapor growth phenomena in

the above cycles are rapid enough for inertia effects not to be negligible. This complex mechanism

is curlently under investigation.

Water breakthrough occurs when the fastest among the competing fingers reaches the produc-

tion end. Important observations during this period were the following: Steam flowed mostly along

the paths connected to the production well. Water fingers connected to Lhe steam zone that did not

breakthrough, occasionally became disconnected from the steam zone due to condensation events.

Flow of steam was not smooth but involved the condensation -advancement cycle. During this

process, substantial emulsification of the oil also occured (Figure 6). After breakthrough, a large

fraction of the oil produced was in the form of water emulsion. We suspect that emulsification

wa._ enhanced by the following rather unusual rheological response of Dutrex. Soon after water

breakthrough, the connected finger started to continuously thin, until it eventually fragmented at

one or several points and lost connection to the producing port (Figure 7). A different finger then

started growing following a usual displacement process, until breakthrough of that path was also

roached. Socn after, the process of thinning commenced, once again, to follow the previous route

until disconnection and so on. These phenomena are not due to steam injection, but they are

attributed to the particular oil, as they were also observed during an ordinary waterflood.

A possible explanation for this behavior can be provided if we assume that Dutrex 739 is vis-

coelastic. Before water breakthrough, the fluid pressure is relatively high due to the high viscosity.

Upon water breakthrough, the oil responds to the resulting pressure decrease by expanding following

a relaxation, time-dependent process. This results into the thinning and shrinkage of the producing

water finger until total disconnection occurs. The process is then repeated. This rough qualitative

argument explains the gross behavior observed, although for a more convincing interpretation, a

model is necessary.

A comparison between steam and cold water displacement is shown in Figure 8 for the same mass

injection rates. Typical finger patterns before breakthrough show the characteristic tip-splitting.

!ii Upon breakthrough, the same response previously described sets in. Significant differences with the
iii

steam injection runs involved the presence of residual oil films and the lack of emulsification in the



case of water injection. Effects of injection rate were also considered, by carrying a steam injection

run at the lower rate of 1 cc/min. As anticipated, the decrease in the rate results into a smaller

steam zone area, which did not propagate significantly far into the cell. Otherwise, phenomena

qualitatively similar to the previous were observed.

For comparison, the results of steam displacement of light (mineral) oil at the same rate of 3

co/rain and a :emperature of 230°F are shown in Figure 9. Several significant differences v. ith the

heavy oil were noted: The degree of tip splitting was considerably less, as anticipated due to the

lesser viscosity contrast in the light oil case. No significant residual oil films were detected in the

displacement by either water liquid or by steam. This observation was verified by the cold water

injection experiments also. In contrast to the heavy oil case, the steam front did not necessarily

follow the path of the condensed water fingers. Instead, the stemn zone expanded ahnost uniformly.

This behavior can be attributed to the higher mobility of the light oil, and it is consistent with

currently available theories. The behavior of the mineral oil was Newtonian throughout the process.

Upon breakthrough, the water finger width remained essentially constant and provided tile main

flow path for the injected steam.

Steam displacement of the Long Beach crude oil resulted into a behavior qualitatively similar to

the displacement of Dutrex 739. Severe fingering by condensed water (Figure 10), residual oil films

after waterflood (Figure 11), steam front oscillation, propagation of steam zone along the condensed

water path (I_igure 21) and finger thining after breakthrough were all observed. It appeared that

the crude oil shared with Dutrex 739 a sttnilar non-Newtonian rheology. A significant difference

was noted, however, regar:iing water vapor-oil interaction. The almost instantaneous removal of

the residual oil film upon steam contact, observed during displacement of Dutrex 739, did not

occur in the case of crude oil. Instead, a process resembling extraction of light ends (perhaps

steam distillation) set in at the vapor-oil interface (Figure 12). The extracted components did

not parti ion in the water pbase, but were instead convected along with the fllowing vapor. The

extraction process, continued for the duration of the experiments and appeared to be a primary

mechanism for the recovery of the crude oil.

7



4.2 Gravity Effects

The ne.zt set of experiments ;_avestigated effects of gravity following two d_.fferent geometrical con-

figurations, one with the Hole-Shaw cell tilted at a small angle with respect to horizontal, and

another with the cell rotated para/icl tL. the gravity vector (vertical cross-section).

In the first configuration we probed effects o¢ formation dip. Steam was injected from the

bottom (updip) or from the top (downdip). For updip injection, steam displacement occl_red

along a rather narrow strip, the density difference acting to destabilize the front. The oscillation

phenomena of the front were well pronolmced and steam zone breakthrough occured in a short

time (Fig_xre 13). In direct contrast, a flat and stable steam front was observed in the case of

downdip injection (from top). This front advanced very slowly, due to the heat loss, most of the

displacement occuring by the condensed water (Figure 14). Both these observations are generally

consistent with conventional theories on the effect of gravity on displacement fronts.

In the second configuration we probed effects of gravity override, for both Dutrex 739 and Long

Beach crude oil steamfloods. The most significant difference with the prevrious involved tile in-

terplay between gravity, condensation and heat transfer. Typica/!y, the injected steam migTated

upwards to form a rather stationary steam zone. Condensed water flowed downwards in the di-

rection of a water fingei" ar_ the bottom of the steam zone, wbAch developed at the onset of the

axperirnent and displaced oil towards the production well (Figure 15). Most of the oil displacement

occured as a result of this mechanism, although the extraction process was also very much evident

(Figure 16). After water finger breakthough, steam f.)w ensued along the finger path, much like

in the case of horizontal displacement (Figure 17). As in the previous ca._e, the non-Newtonian

• response of the heavy oils eventually resulted into finger thinning. Now, however, when the con-

nection to the production part is lost, the steam zone ar the top starts growing. Condensed water

creates a finger originating from the upper part of t',e steam zone, resulting into a displacement

_' along the top, in a mechanism similar to the horizontal case (Figure 18). After this finger reaches

i breaktKrough, the cycle sets on again and a different branch may be selected. The process continuesunti 1.the dispMcement is completed. We observed that the steam zone volume depends significantly

i whether is connected that has reached not. In the former
on to finger already breakthrougha or

I case, due to the prevailing lower pressure, steam zone volume is much larger than when th.e water
|
| finger is not at breakthrough conditions.
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5 Conclusions

The preliminary experiments reported above have probed a part of the complicated process of

steam displacement. One of the most interesting results, common to all runs, was the unsteady,

almost flickering state of the steam front, and the mode of advancement by tae cycle penetration-

condensation-restoration. This is certainly to be affected by injection rate, heat transfer and flow

mobilities. Our current work is aimed at the understanding of this process.

For the low pressure, relatively high rate conditions of our experiments, injected steam was

fmmd to follow the path of the condensed water. The latter _et the general displacemer_t pattern,

which in the case of heavy oi/ was highly fingered. It should be evident, that this result is a

consequence of the particular combination of fluid flow and heat transfer in our experiments, thus

any extrapolation must be done with caution. We identified a rather unusual non-Newtonian

behavior for Dutrex 739, a chemical taken to represent heavy oil,and for Long Beach crude oil.

Regardless of the particular aspects of the response observed, one may reasonably conclude that

the non-Newtonian rheology of many heavy oils is likely to lead to similarly complex behavior. This

subject is further to be explored.

We have observed direct evidence of a steam extraction of oil components from a crude oil, a

process that has direct relevance to the oil recovery. Effects of gravity were also examined. While

the mode of injection (updip or downdip) was found consistent wi_h currently available theories on

frontal displacement, the detailed visualization of frontal motion revealed additional aspects. In

particular, the growth of the steam zone in a vertical cross-section displacement was found to be

affected significantly from the condensation and flow phenomena ahead of it. Much of this behavior

is novel and requires further investigation.
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Figure 1..: Schematic of the experimental a2paratus

Figure 2: Initial stage of displacement
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Fig_lre 5" Snal_sh,z,t after water breakthrough

Figure 6" IZvi,ter_c_' of em_lisification c,f c,il
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Fig,ire 13: l'pdip steam inj_;ction

Fi_;iro l-I: Downdip _.tea::: injection
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Figure !7: Snapshot after water breakthrough

Figure 1.8: Steam gravity override
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